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Abstract – This paper presents a new robust optimization technique for distribution 

network configuration, which can be regarded as a modification of the recently 

developed genetic algorithm. The multi-objective genetic algorithm has been applied to 

this problem to optimize the total cost while simultaneously minimize the power loss and 

maximize the voltage profile. The IEEE 69-bus distribution network is used in the tests, 

and test results have shown that the algorithm can determine the set of optimal non-

dominated solutions. It allows the utility to obtain the optimal configuration of the 

network to achieve the best system with the lowest cost. Copyright © 2017 Universitas 

Muhammadiyah Yogyakarta- All rights reserved.  
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I. Introduction 

Distribution systems, which are the important 

component in power system, are normally 

configured radially for effective coordination of 

their protective devices [1]-[3]. There are two types 

of switches in network operation. The switches are 

generally found in the system for both protection 

and configuration management [4]-[5]. These are 

sectionalizing switches (normally closed switches) 

and tie switches (normally opened switches) [6]-

[8]. By changing the status of the sectionalizing and 

tie switches, the configuration of distribution 

system is varied and loads are transferred among 

the feeders while the radial configuration format of 

electrical supply is still maintained and all load 

points are not interrupted. This activity is defined as 

distribution feeder reconfiguration. The advantages 

obtained from feeder reconfiguration are real power 

loss reduction, balancing system load, increasing 

system security and  reliability,  bus voltage profile 

improvement, and power quality improvement  [9]-

[11]. 

In recent years, power distribution systems have 

been a significant increase in small-scaled 

generators, which is known as distributed generator 

(DG) [12]-[16]. Distributed generators are grid- 

connected or stand-alone electric generator units 

located within the distribution system at or near the 

end user [17]. Recent development in DG 

technologies such as wind, solar, fuel cells, 

hydrogen, and biomass has drawn an attention for 

utilities to accommodate DG units in their systems 

[18]-[21]. The introduction of DG units brings a 

number of technical issues to the system since the 

distribution network with DG units is no longer 

passive [22]. 

The practical aspects of electric power 

distribution system should also be considered for 

the implementation of feeder reconfiguration. The 

actual distribution feeders are primarily unbalanced 

in nature due to various reasons, i.e., , presence of 

single, double, and three-phase line sections, 

unbalanced consumer loadsand existence of 

asymmetrical line sections [23]-[27]. The inclusion 

of system unbalances increases the dimension of 

the feeder configuration problem because all three 

phases have to be considered instead of a single 

phase balanced representation [28]-[30].  

Consequently, the analysis of distribution systems 

necessarily required a power flow algorithm with 

complete three-phase model [31]-[32]. 

This paper proposes the use of genetic algorithm 
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technique for distribution feeder reconfiguration to 

improve the performance of the distribution system 

with the presence of distributed generators. The two 

objectives to be minimized are real power loss and 

number of switching operations of tie and 

sectionalizing switches, while all feeders keep in 

load balancing.  The effectiveness of the 

methodology is examined by an IEEE distribution 

system consisting of 69 buses. 

II. Distribution Network Optimization 

Distribution network optimization can be done 

using network reconfiguration. Distribution 

network reconfiguration is a very important and 

usable operation to reduce distribution feeder losses 

and improve system security. The configuration 

may be varied via switching operations to transfer 

loads among the feeders. Two types of switches are 

used: normally closed switches (sectionalizing 

switches) and normally open switches (tie switches) 

[8]. By changing the open/close status of the feeder 

switches load currents can    be transferred from 

feeder to feeder. During a fault, switches are used 

to fault isolation and service restoration. There are 

numerous numbers of switches in the distribution 

system, and the number of possible switching 

operations is tremendous. Feeder reconfiguration 

thus becomes a complex decision-making process 

for dispatchers to follow. There are a number of 

closed and normally opened switches in a 

distribution system. The number of possible 

switching actions makes feeder reconfiguration 

become a complex decision-making for system 

operators. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a 

simplified primary circuit of a distribution system. 

In the figure, CB1- CB6 are normally closed 

switches that connect the line sections, and CB7 is 

a normally   open switch that connects two primary 

feeders. The two substations can be linked by CB8, 

while CB9, when closed, will create a loop. 

Optimum operation of distribution systems can 

be achieved by reconfiguring the system to 

minimize the losses as the operating conditions 

change. Reconfiguration problem essentially 

belongs to combinatorial optimization problem 

because this problem is carried out by taking into 

account various operational constraints in large 

scale distribution systems. It is, therefore, difficult 

to rapidly obtain an exact optimal solution on real 

system (Chung-Fu, 2008). A flowchart for feeder 

reconfiguration algorithm is shown in Fig 2. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a distribution system 

for reconfiguration 
 

 

Power flow is an essential tool for the steady 

state operational analysis of power systems. The 

main objective of power flow analysis is to 

calculate the real and reactive powers flow in each 

line as well as the magnitude and phase angle of the 

voltage at each bus of the system for the specific 

loading conditions [4]. Certain applications, 

particularly in distribution automation and 

optimization, require repeated power flow 

solutions. As the power distribution networks 

become more and more complex, there is a higher 

demand for efficient and reliable system operation. 

Consequently, power flow studies must have the 

capability to handle various system configurations 

with adequate accuracy and speed. 

In general, power systems in steady state analysis 

are operated with balanced three-phase generation 

and loads by the transposition of transmission lines. 

However, it is not always the case, particularly for 

radial distribution systems, because of single-phase, 

two-phase and three-phase loads. As a result, the 

models based on single phase analysis are not 

adequate to represent unbalanced three phase 

networks. The method employed as a major tool to 

solve the unbalanced power flow problem is based 

on actual phase quantities with all the relevant 

equipment modelled in phase coordinates. Thus, 

power flow solution for unbalanced case and, hence 

special treatment is required for solving such 

networks. 
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of distribution network 

reconfiguration 

 

The equivalent circuit for each line section could 

be represented by the nominal -equivalent model. 

This model has one series and two parallel 

components. The series component stands for the 

total line impedance consisting of the line 

resistance and reactance. The parallel components 

represent the total line capacitance, which is 

distributed along the line. In the pi-equivalent line 

representation, the total line capacitance is equally 

divided into two parts: one lumped at the receiving 

end bus and the other at sending end bus while the 

series line impedance is lumped in between. The 

series impedance and the shunt capacitance for a 

three-phase line are 3 × 3 complex matrices which 

take into account the mutual inductive coupling 

between the phases. 

III. Genetic Algorithm 

A cost function generates an output from a set of 

input variables (a chromo- some). The cost function 

may be a mathematical function, an experiment, or 

a game. The object is to modify the output in some 

desirable fashion by finding the appropriate values 

for the input variables. We do this without thinking 

when filling a bathtub with water. The cost is the 

difference between the desired and actual 

temperatures of the water. The input variables are 

how much the hot and cold spigots are turned. In 

this case the cost function is the experimental result 

from sticking your hand in the water. So we see that 

deter- mining an appropriate cost function and 

deciding which variables to use are intimately 

related. The term fitness is extensively used to 

designate the output of the objective function in the 

GA literature. Fitness implies a maximization 

problem. Although fitness has a closer association 

with biology than the term cost, we have adopted 

the term cost, since most of the optimization 

literature deals with minimization, hence cost. They 

are equivalent. 

The GA begins by defining a chromosome or an 

array of variable values to be optimized. If the 

chromosome has Nvar variables (an Nvar-

dimensional opti- mization problem) given by p1, 

p2, . . . , pNvar, then the chromosome is written  as 

an Nvar element row  vector. 

chromosome = [p1, p2, p3, . . . , pNvar]   (1) 

For instance, searching for the maximum 

elevation on a topographical map requires a cost 

function with input variables of longitude (x) and 

latitude (y) 

 chromosome = [x, y]             (2) 

 where Nvar = 2. Each chromosome has a cost 

found by evaluating the cost func- tion, f, at p1, p2, 

… , pNvar: 

 cost=f (chromosome) = f(p1, p2, …, pNvar) (3) 

 Since we are trying to find the peak in Rocky 

Mountain National Park, the cost function is written 

as the negative of the elevation in order to put it 

into the form of a minimization algorithm: 

  

f (x, y) = -elevation at (x, y)          (4) 

  

Often the cost function is quite complicated, as 

in maximizing the gas mileage of a car. The user 

must decide which variables of the problem are 

most important. Too many variables bog down the 

GA. Important variables for optimizing the gas 
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mileage might include size of the car, size of the 

engine, and weight of the materials. Other 

variables, such as paint color and type of 

headlights, have little or no impact on the car gas 

mileage and should not be included. Sometimes the 

correct number and choice of variables comes from 

experience or trial optimization runs. Other times 

we   have   an   analytical   cost   function.   A   cost   

function   defined    by 

  

f (w, x, y, z) = 2x + 3y + z/100000 + 9876 

  

with all variables lying between  1 and 10 can be 

simplified to help the optimization algorithm. Since 

the w and z terms are extremely small in the region 

of interest, they can be discarded for most purposes. 

Thus the four-dimensional cost function is 

adequately modeled with two variables in the 

region of interest. 

Most optimization problems require constraints 

or variable bounds. Allowing the weight of the car 

to go to zero or letting the car width be 10 meters 

are impractical variable values. Unconstrained 

variables can take any value. Constrained variables 

come in three brands. First, hard limits in the form 

of >, <, ≥, and £ can be imposed on the variables. 

When a variable exceeds a bound, then it is set 

equal to that bound. If x has limits of 0 £ x £ 10, 

and the algorithm assigns x = 11, then x will be 

reassigned to the value of 10. Second, variables can 

be transformed into new variables that inherently 

include the constraints. If x has limits of 0 £ x £ 10, 

then x = 5 sin y + 5 is a transformation between the 

constrained variable x and the unconstrained 

variable y. Varying y for any value is the same as 

varying x within its bounds. This type of trans- 

formation changes a constrained optimization 

problem into an unconstrained optimization 

problem in a smooth manner. Finally there may be a 

finite set of variable values from which to choose, 

and all values lie within the region of interest. 

Such problems come in the form of selecting 

parts from a limited supply. 

Dependent variables present special 

problems for optimization algorithms because 

varying one variable also changes the value of 

the other variable. For example, size and 

weight of the car are dependent. Increasing the 

size of the car will most likely increase the 

weight as well (unless some other factor, such 

as type of material, is also changed). 

Independent variables, like Fourier series 

coefficients, do not interact with each other. If 

10 coefficients are not enough to represent a 

function, then more can be added without 

having to recalculate the original 10. 

The GA starts with a group of chromosomes 

known as the population. The population has 

Npop chromosomes and is an Npop ¥ Nbits 
matrix filled with random ones and zeros 

generated using 

 

pop=round(rand(Npop, Nbits)); 

 

where the function (Npop, Nbits) generates a 

Npop ¥ Nbits matrix of uniform random 

numbers between zero and one. The function 

round rounds the numbers to the closest 

integer which in this case is either 0 or 1. Each 

row in the pop matrix is a chromosome.  
 
 
Table 1. Example Initial Population of 8 Random 

Chromosomes and Their Corresponding Cost 
 

Chromosome Cost 

00101111000110 -12359 

11100101100100 -11872 

00110010001100 -13477 

00101111001000 -12363 

11001111111011 -11631 

01000101111011 -12097 

11101100000001 -12588 

01001101110011 -11860 

 

 

The chromosomes correspond to discrete 

values of longitude and latitude. Next the 

variables are passed to the cost function for 

evaluation. Table 1 shows an example of an 

initial population and their costs for the Npop 
= 8 random chromosomes. The locations of 

the chromosomes are shown on the 

topographical map in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. A contour map of the cost surface with 

the 8 initial population members indicated by 

large dots 

 

Random mutations alter a certain 

percentage of the bits in the list of 

chromosomes. Mutation is the second way a 

GA explores a cost surface. It can introduce 

traits not in the original population and keeps 

the GA from con- verging too fast before 

sampling the entire cost surface. A single point 

mutation changes a 1 to a 0, and vice versa. 

Mutation points are randomly selected from 

the Npop ¥ Nbits total number of bits in the 

population matrix. Increasing the number of 

mutations increases the algorithm’s freedom 

to search outside the current region of variable 

space. It also tends to distract the algorithm 

from converging on a popular solution. 

Mutations do not occur on the final iteration.  

After the mutations take place, the costs 

associated with the offspring and mutated 

chromosomes are calculated. The process 

described is iterated. 

The number of generators that evolve 

depends on whether an acceptable solution is 

reached or a set number of iterations is 

exceeded. After a while all the chromosomes 

and associated costs would become the same if 

it were not for mutations. At this point the 

algorithm should be stopped. 

Most GAs keeps track of the population 

statistics in the form of population mean and 

minimum cost. For our example, after three 

generations the global minimum is found to be 

-14199. 

IV. Results and Discussion 

The test system for the case study is a radial 

distribution system with 69 buses, 7 laterals   and 5 

tie-lines (looping branches), as shown in Fig. 1. The 

current carrying capacity of branch No.1-9 is 400 

A, No. 46-49 and No. 52-64 are 300 A and the other 

remaining branches including the tie lines are 200 

A.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. The IEEE 69-bus distribution network 

 

Four DG units are located at buses 14, 35, 46, 

and 53 with capacities of 300, 200, 100, and 400 

kW, respectively. The base values for voltage and 

power are 12.66 kV and 100 MVA. Each branch in 

the system has a sectionalizing switch for 

reconfiguration purpose. The load data are given in 

Table 1 and Table 2 provides branch data (Savier & 

Das, 2007). The initial statuses of all the 
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sectionalizing switches (switches No. 1-68) are  

closed  while  all  the  tie-switches  (switch No. 69-

73) open. The total loads for this test system are 

3,801.89 kW and 2,694.10 kVAr. The minimum 

and maximum voltages are set at 0.95 and 1.05 p.u. 

The maximum iteration for the Tabu search 

algorithm is 100. The fuzzy parameters associated 

with the three objectives are given in Table 3. 

The numerical results for the six cases are 

summarized in Table 4. In cases 1-5 (balanced 

systems), the system power loss and the LBI are 

highest, and the minimum bus voltage in the system 

violates the lower limit of 0.95 per unit. The 

voltage profile of case 1 is shown in Fig. 12. It is 

observed that the voltages at buses 57-65 are below 

0.95 p.u. because a large  load of 1,244 kW are 

drawn at bus 61. Without the four DG units, the 

system loss would   be 673.89 kW. This confirms 

that DG units can normally, although not 

necessarily, help reduce current flow in the feeders 

and hence contributes to power loss reduction, 

mainly because they are usually placed near the 

load being supplied. In cases 2 to 5, where the 

feeders are reconfigured and the voltage constraint 

is imposed in the optimization process, no bus 

voltage is found violated (see Figs.12 and 13). 

 

As expected, the system power loss is at 

minimum in case 2, the LBI index is at minimum in 

case 3, and the number of switching operations of 

switches is at minimum in case 4. It is obviously 

seen from case 5 that a fuzzy multiobjective 

optimization offers some flexibility that could be 

exploited for additional trade-off between 

improving one objective function and degrading the 

others. For example, the power loss in case 5 is 

slightly higher than in case 2 but case 5 needs only 

6, instead of 8, switching operations. Although the 

LBI of case 3 is better than that of case 5, the power 

loss and number of switching operations of case 3 

are greater. Comparing case 4 with case 5, a power 

loss of about 18 kW can be saved from two more 

switching operations. It can be concluded that the 

fuzzy model has a potential for solving the decision 

making problem in feeder reconfiguration and 

offers decision makers some flexibility to 

incorporate their own judgment and priority in the 

optimization   model. 

 The membership value of case 5 for power loss 

is 0.961, for load balancing index is 0.697 and for 

number of switching operations is 0.666. 

When the system unbalanced loading is 20% in 

case 6, the power loss before feeder reconfiguration 

is about 624.962 kW. The membership value of 

case 6 for power loss is 0.840, for load balancing 

index is 0.129 and for the number of switching 

operations is 0.666.  

 

 

Table 2. Results of case study 

 

 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 
Sectionalizing switches to be open 

- 
12, 20, 
52, 61 

42, 14, 
20, 52, 61 52, 62 13, 52, 63 12, 52 61 

Tie switches to be closed - 
70, 71, 
72, 73 

69, 70, 
71, 72, 73 72, 73 71, 72, 73 71, 72, 73 

Power loss (kW) 586.83 246.33 270.81 302.37 248.40 290.98 

Minimum voltage (p.u.) 0.914 0.954 0.954 0.953 0.953 0.965 

Load balancing index (LBI) 2.365 1.801 1.748 1.921 1.870 2.273 

Number of switching 

operations 
- 8 10 4 6 6 
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V. Conclusion 

In this paper, a new approach has been proposed 

to re- configure and install DG units simultaneously 

in distribution system. In addition, different loss 

reduction methods (only network reconfiguration, 

only DG installation, DG installation after 

reconfiguration) are also simulated to establish the 

superiority of the proposed method. An efficient 

meta heuristic HSA is used in the optimization 

process of the network re- configuration and DG 

installation. The proposed and other methods are 

tested on 33- and 69-bus systems at three different 

load levels viz., light, nominal, and heavy. The 

results show that simultaneous network 

reconfiguration and DG installation method is more 

effective in reducing power loss and improving the 

voltage profile compared to other methods. The 

effect of number of DG installation locations on 

power loss reduction is studied at different load 

levels. The results show that the percentage  power  

loss  reduction  is  improving  as  the  number of  

DG  installation  locations  are  increasing  from  

one  to  four, but rate of improvement is decreasing 

when locations are increased from one to four at all 

load levels. 

Appendix 

Table A.1. Load data of distribution network under 

study 

 

Bus 
Number 

PL 

(kW) 
QL 

(kVAr) 

Bus 
Number 

PL 

(kW) 
QL 

(kVAr) 

6 2.60 2.20 37 26.00 18.55 

7 40.40 30.00 39 24.00 17.00 

8 75.00 54.00 40 24.00 17.00 

9 30.00 22.00 41 1.20 1.00 

10 28.00 19.00 43 6.00 4.30 

11 145.00 104.00 45 39.22 26.30 

12 145.00 104.00 46 39.22 26.30 

13 8.00 5.00 48 79.00 56.40 

14 8.00 5.50 49 384.70 274.50 

16 45.50 30.00 50 384.70 274.50 

17 60.00 35.00 51 40.50 28.30 

18 60.00 35.00 52 3.60 2.70 

20 1.00 0.60 53 4.35 3.50 

21 114.00 81.00 54 26.40 19.00 

22 5.00 3.50 55 24.00 17.20 

24 28.00 20.00 59 100.00 72.00 

26 14.00 10.00 61 1,244.00 888.00 

27 14.00 10.00 62 32.00 23.00 

28 26.00 18.60 64 227.00 162.00 

29 26.00 18.60 65 59.00 42.00 

33 14.00 10.00 66 18.00 13.00 

34 19.50 14.00 67 18.00 13.00 

35 6.00 4.00 68 28.00 20.00 

36 26.00 18.55 69 28.00 20.00 

 

Table A.2. Branch data of distribution network 

under study 

 
Branch 

Number 
Sending 
end bus 

Receiving 
end bus 

R 
(Ω) 

X 
(Ω) 

1 1 2 0.0005 0.0012 

2 2 3 0.0005 0.0012 

3 3 4 0.0015 0.0036 

4 4 5 0.0251 0.0294 

5 5 6 0.3660 0.1864 

6 6 7 0.3811 0.1941 

7 7 8 0.0922 0.0470 

8 8 9 0.0493 0.0251 

9 9 10 0.8190 0.2707 

10 10 11 0.1872 0.0619 

11 11 12 0.7114 0.2351 

12 12 13 1.0300 0.3400 

13 13 14 1.0440 0.3450 

14 14 15 1.0580 0.3496 

15 15 16 0.1966 0.0650 

16 16 17 0.3744 0.1238 

17 17 18 0.0047 0.0016 

18 18 19 0.3276 0.1083 

19 19 20 0.2106 0.0690 

20 20 21 0.3416 0.1129 

21 21 22 0.0140 0.0046 

22 22 23 0.1591 0.0526 

23 23 24 0.3463 0.1145 

24 24 25 0.7488 0.2475 

25 25 26 0.3089 0.1021 

26 26 27 0.1732 0.0572 

27 3 28 0.0044 0.0108 

28 28 29 0.0640 0.1565 

29 29 30 0.3978 0.1315 

30 30 31 0.0702 0.0232 

31 31 32 0.3510 0.1160 

32 32 33 0.8390 0.2816 

33 33 34 1.7080 0.5646 

34 34 35 1.4740 0.4873 

35 3 36 0.0044 0.0108 

36 36 37 0.0640 0.1565 
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37 37 38 0.1053 0.1230 

38 38 39 0.0304 0.0355 

39 39 40 0.0018 0.0021 

40 40 41 0.7283 0.8509 

41 41 42 0.3100 0.3623 

42 42 43 0.0410 0.0478 

43 43 44 0.0092 0.0116 

44 44 45 0.1089 0.1373 

45 45 46 0.0009 0.0012 

46 4 47 0.0034 0.0084 

47 47 48 0.0851 0.2083 

48 48 49 0.2898 0.7091 

49 49 50 0.0822 0.2011 

50 8 51 0.0928 0.0473 

51 51 52 0.3319 0.1114 

52 9 53 0.1740 0.0886 

53 53 54 0.2030 0.1034 

54 54 55 0.2842 0.1447 

55 55 56 0.2813 0.1433 

56 56 57 1.5900 0.5337 

57 57 58 0.7837 0.2630 

58 58 59 0.3042 0.1006 

59 59 60 0.3861 0.1172 

60 60 61 0.5075 0.2585 

61 61 62 0.0974 0.0496 

62 62 63 0.1450 0.0738 

63 63 64 0.7105 0.3619 

64 64 65 1.0410 0.5302 

65 11 66 0.2012 0.0611 

66 66 67 0.0047 0.0014 

67 12 68 0.7394 0.2444 

68 68 69 0.0047 0.0016 

Tie line 

69 11 43 0.5000 0.5000 

70 13 21 0.5000 0.5000 

71 15 46 1.0000 0.5000 

72 50 59 2.0000 1.0000 

73 27 65 1.0000 0.5000 
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